In this paper, we attempt to build and evaluate several predictive models to predict success of telemarketing calls for selling bank long-term deposits using a publicly available set of data from a Portuguese retail bank collected from 2008 to 2013 (Moro et al., 2014, Decision Support Systems). The data include multiple predictor variables, either numeric or categorical, related with bank client, product and social-economic attributes. Dealing with a categorical predictor variable as multiple dummy variables increases model dimensionality, and redundancy in model parameterization must be of practical concern. This motivates us to assess prediction performance with more parsimonious modeling. We apply contemporary variable selection methods with penalization including lasso, elastic net, smoothly-clipped absolute deviation, minimum concave penalty as well as the smooth-threshold estimating equation. In addition to variable selection, the smooth-threshold estimating equation can achieve automatic grouping of predictor variables, which is an alternative sparse modeling to perform variable selection and could be suited to a certain problem, e.g., dummy variables created from categorical predictor variables. Predictive power of each modeling approach is assessed by repeating cross-validation experiments or sample splitting, one for training and another for testing.
Introduction
Effective approaches to enhance business include marketing selling campaigns, and direct marketing by contacting potential customers from the contact center of the company, i.e. telemarketing, is widely used. Prior screening of targeted customers for telemarketing that are more likely to subscribe products will reduce the cost of marketing. Using available information and customer metrics, it is possible to build and establish automated protocols for selecting customers in advance. Such a protocol allows one to reduce the time and costs of campaigns, and performing fewer and more effective phone calls will diminish client stress and intrusiveness (Moro et al., 2014) . Statistical predictive modeling could be a useful tool to support decision making. Such models can be constructed from learning business data, and optimized predictive models may effectively predict customers' decisions. In particular, statistical or data-mining classification methods are the most commonly used techniques to build data-driven models. Such models build a predictive function that maps several input variables (features of customers) to an output of failure/success of bank deposit sale or a score of probability of success rate.
There already exist well-studied popular classification methods including multiple logistic regression models, decision trees, neural networks and support vector machines. Advantages of multiple logistic regression and decision trees include the ease of interpreting learned models because of their tractable parametrization of the models. Neural networks and support vector machines are more flexible compared with classical statistical models such as logistic regression. Nonlinear structure in their modeling phase often plays a role of enhancing the predictive power. However, due to the black-box aspect of the models, it is hard to interpret what the output means and to understand the data structure that underlies it. Studies which compare the performance of classification methods show different performance depending on the problem context (Moro et al., 2014) . Therefore, validation experiments are necessary to assess predictive ability and choose the best classification methods for a particular setting in which they will be applied. Moro et al. (2014) tested several classification methods using telemarketing success data collected from a Portugese retail bank, and propose a personal and intelligent decision support system that can automatically predict the result of a phone call to sell long term deposits. It is valuable to assist managers in prioritizing and selecting the next customers to be contacted during bank marketing campaigns. The authors posted the data after feature selection in The UCI Machine Learning Repository (Lichman, 2013) . In this paper we use their dataset to examine several predictive modeling approaches. Vajiramedhin and Suebsing (2014) analyzed the same dataset, and reported improved predictive power by feature selection.
Investigation by Moro et al. (2014) did not consider contemporary sparse regression modeling. There exist many studies across fields showing better prediction ability of sparse regression modeling including the lasso (Tibshirani, 1996) , elastic net (Zou and Hastie, 2005) and their sophiscated variants. The common feature of sparse modeling methods is in their automatic removal of predictor variables that are irrelevant for prediction, so-called variable selection. The assumption that the data include irrelevant variables is likely to apply to many actual scientific problems, in particular with many candidates of predictor variables, i.e. high-dimensional data. We examine applicability of existing sparse regression for prediction of bank telemarketing success. In particular, we consider the lasso, smoothlyclipped absolute deviation (SCAD, Fan and Li, 2001) , minimum concave penalty (MCP, Zhang, 2010) and the smooth-threshold estimating equations (STEE, Ueki, 2009; Ueki and Kawasaki, 2011) . Most of the popular sparse regression methods attempt to set irrelevant regression coefficients of predictor variables as zero. On the other hand, the method by Ueki and Kawasaki (2011) aims at automatic grouping which is an alternative to sparse modeling for variable selection. Automatic grouping gathers similar regression coefficients into a single one. Hence, it explores different sparse parameterization in models other than variable selection. There may be the case where automatic grouping is appropriate. For instance, in creating dummy variables from a categorical variable having multiple categories, we are often concerned with whether we should merge similar attributes in a single category. Successful grouping of predictor variables leads to improvement of predictive power and also helps to discover novel findings regarding background mechanisms.
In the following we examine applicability of sparse modeling in prediction of bank telemarketing success using data provided by Moro et al. (2014) . Section 2 gives a brief description of the dataset as well as the results from primary data analyses. Section 3 reviews the STEE both for variable selection and for automatic grouping. Section 4 assesses predictive power of several sparse regressions by cross-validation experiments. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Bank telemarketing dataset
The bank telemarketing dataset is provided by The UCI Machine Learning Repository (Lichman, 2013) . Data were collected from a Portuguese retail bank from May 2008 to June 2013 (Moro et al., 2014) . The total number of phone contacts (the sample size) is 41188. The dataset is related to direct marketing campaigns of a Portuguese banking institution. The marketing campaigns were based on phone calls. Often, more than one contact to the same client was required, in order to access if the product (bank term deposit) would be yes (y = 1) or no (y = 0) for subscribe (Vajiramedhin and Suebsing, 2014) . To model such binary response y, we used logistic regression model-based approaches. The dataset includes 21 variables where numeric and categorical variables are mixed as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 gives number of categories (second column) for categorical variables and NA is displayed for numerical variables together with mean and standard deviation in parenthesis in the third column. For more details of the data, see the information available at The UCI Machine Learning Repository http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/. Among 20 predictor variables, according to the note included in the dataset, we did not use 'duration' in the following predictive models because it is unknown before a call is performed, and y is known after the end of the call. Therefore, 'duration' cannot be a predictor variable for a practical predictive model. Vajiramedhin and Suebsing (2014) used the 'duration' variable in a predictive model, and reported prediction performance higher than those obtained from our analyses in Section 4. To further explore each variable's explanatory ability of the label, we fitted a marginal logistic regression model for each of 19 predictor variables where 'duration' has been removed. Categorical variables were treated as dummy variables as implemented in glm function in R. The resulting AUC (areas under curves of the receiver operator characteristics) value for each variable is given in Table 1 .
Next we fitted a saturated multiple logistic regression model using 19 predictor variables simultaneously. We created m − 1 dummy variables from a categorical variable with m categories, in which the most frequent category was set as baseline. As a consequence, we made 52 predictor variables in total from 19 variables as given in Table 2 . In Table 2 , a dummy variable created from a categorical variable is labeled as A-B, in which A denotes the name of a categorical variable and B represents the name of the category. For instance, 'job-blue.color' corresponds to a dummy variable for the indicator of the 'blue.color' category of the categorical variable 'job'. Since 'job' has 12 categories as seen in Table 1 , 11 dummy variables were generated from the 'job' variable. We fitted a saturated multiple logistic regression model with 52 predictor variables,
where x i is the 52-dimensional vector of predictors, θ is the corresponding regression coefficients and α is the intercept. We obtained an AUC of 0.79, which would be too optimistic since it was evaluated in whole samples. For valid evaluation of predictability of future observation, we used a cross-validation experiment by dividing samples, one for training and another for testing (Section 4). 
Smooth-threshold estimating equations
In this section we state the basic concept of STEE as a tool for variable selection, and also show how it can be extended to a variable grouping method. The details are given in Ueki (2009) and Ueki and Kawasaki (2011) . First, we describe the STEE for variable selection. Because of its simple form and ease of application, the STEE is expanding its application fields (Lai et al., 2012; Li et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2014; Lv et al., 2015) . Let us consider a problem of minimizing a penalized loss function of the form
T , where ρ j denotes the nonnegative penalty function for the j-th parameter θ j . It can be seen that the above setting is similar to that of an adaptive lasso (Zou, 2006 ).
Here we specify our penalty function as ρ j (θ) = w j θ 2 /2 with a known weight w j ∈ [0, ∞]. Note that w j is allowed to be ∞. If w j = ∞, then θ j is set to zero because the penalty thoroughly dominates the loss L(θ) unless θ j = 0. d parameters θ can be estimated by solving d-dimensional estimating equations simultaneously as follows.
One might think that the penalization here is ridge type rather than sparse regularization because the penalty function ρ j employed here is apparently quadratic. As we explain below, however, a thresholding rule is built in behind the weight w j .
Under a reparameterization such as w j = δ j /(1 − δ j ) with δ j ∈ [0, 1], the above estimating equations can be rewritten as
where u j (θ) = ∂L(θ)/∂θ j . If δ j = 1 (which corresponds to the case of w j = ∞) in the j-th estimating equation, we have θ j = 0, which indicates a sparse solution. Although the fact that w j can take the value ∞ is not suitable for a minimization problem, the above estimating equations can be easily solved by popular numerical optimization techniques such as the Newton-Raphson method. The above estimation equations are the original proposal of Ueki (2009) .
The weight w j , hence δ j , can be determined in a data dependent way prior to the estimation of θ. There are many possibilities for the choice of δ j . Our implementation borrows the argument in Zou (2006) which can be summarized as follows; suppose y 1 , . . . , y n are independent samples from a multivariate normal distribution with mean θ 1 , . . . , θ n and variance unity. Estimation of θ i is performed by the minimization of
2 /2 with respect to θ i s and the estimating function becomes u i (θ) = θ i − y i (i = 1, . . . , n). The STEE estimator for θ i is then (1 − δ i )y i . According to Zou (2006) , the adaptive lasso estimator becomes {1 − min(1, λ/|y i | 1+γ )}y i where λ and γ are positive tuning parameters. From the argument above, a natural way is to emploŷ
as a smooth-thresholding rule whereθ ini j is an initial estimator that is √ n-consistent. Tuning parameters (λ, γ) will be chosen by a Bayesian information criterion (BIC)-type method. We mention the properties of the BIC-type criterion and the choice of an initial estimator θ ini j at the end of this section. Figure 1 shows a thresholding function of STEE and accompanied transition ofδ. As |y| gets smaller and becomes closer to 1 in the left panel (a), the ordinate (δ) also approaches 1. Whenδ = 1, the right panel shows that we have sparse solutionŷ = 0. If we compare these figures with Figure 2 (c) of Fan and Li (2001) , it is understood that STEE has essentially a similar sparsity effect to that of SCAD. See also Figure 1 of Zou (2006) .
We emphasize the advantages of STEE. Firstly, unlike the adaptive lasso, we can dispense with convex optimization because the penalty function is of quadratic form under the fixed tuning parameters. Secondly, it is possible for us to observeδ prior to the estimation of θ j . Hence we eventually know some parameters are active and the others are not under the suitable choice of tuning parameters.
So far we have reviewed the sparse variable selection method based on STEE. It is straightforward to extend it to automatic grouping of variables (Ueki and Kawasaki, 2011) . In short, we can establish a variable grouping method by employing the following form of penalty function with respect to two coefficients θ j and θ k (j ̸ = k),
That is, under the tuning parameters λ and γ given, L(θ) + h(θ) is minimized over the constrained space
To consider variable selection and grouping at the same time, it suffices to artificially introduce an additional zero parameter θ 0 =θ ini 0 = 0 for paired comparison. Then, the penalty term h(θ) becomes as follows.
This is also a quadratic function in θ, thereby no convex optimization is needed as in STEE for variable selection. Hence, familiar optimization techniques such as the Newton-Raphson method are applicable. In the following, we summarize the statistical theory on variable selection and grouping using STEE.
Consistency and asymptotic normality Automatic variable selection/grouping method has consistency. See Theorem 2 of Ueki (2009) and Theorem 3.3 of Ueki and Kawasaki (2011) . Estimators have asymptotic normality and enjoy the oracle property in the sense of Fan and Li (2001) . Here, the term oracle estimator indicates the estimator under which the zero parameters are known in advance. See Theorem 1(ii) of Ueki (2009) (2011) for grouping. Here df(θ) is the number of estimated nonzero unique parameters in the model given tuning parameters λ and γ. For fixed γ > 0, consistency holds for such λ * that both n 1/2 λ * → 0 and n (1+γ)/2 λ * → ∞ hold. In fact, the choice of γ does not affect the result very much, so it is advised to assign γ some fixed value to save computational time. We fixed γ = 2 in the following real data analyses.
Shortcut to model selection There is no need to design a grid search for λ that minimizes the BIC-type criterion. The problem setting speaks for itself about the natural candidate point of the best λ. Let us take a look at it in the case of grouping. Given the initial estimator and tuning parameter γ, sort the
in ascending order, and relabel them as q 1 ≤ · · · ≤ q K where we denote K = d(d−1)/2 and q 0 = 0. Then we observe that the collapse of parameters can happen only at λ = q i (i = 0, . . . , K), while the number of parameters is constant for λ ∈ [q i , q i+1 ). Hence it suffices to probe q i (i = 0, . . . , K) to find the best λ that minimizes the BIC-type criterion. A similar idea can be found in Zheng and Loh (1995) .
Choice of initial estimator When the saturated (or full) model without penalization is estimable, we can use it as an initial estimatorθ . . . , d) . If stable initial estimates are unavailable as in data with multicollinearity or a 'large p small n' situation, an L 2 -penalized estimator could be a possible choice.
A few examples of recent work on automatic grouping using penalized regression exist; see e.g. Reich (2008, 2009 ), Shen and Huang (2010) , Daye et al. (2012) and Ke et al. (2015) . Among them, to the best of our knowledge, OSCAR (Bondell and Reich, 2008 ) is the first penalized regression approach that can make exact grouping of regression coefficients without prior information and has a tendency to group correlated predictor variables. Since most of the predictor variables in the bank telemarketing data are only moderately correlated, we did not include the OSCAR in the following examination.
Cross-validation experiments on bank telemarketing data
We carried out repeated cross-validation experiments to evaluate predictive models for predicting bank telemarketing success. Whole samples of size n = 41188 were randomly divided into two parts, one for training and another for testing. We set the proportions between training and testing data to be 2:1. This procedure was independently repeated ten times, resulting in ten cross-validation experiments. Specifically, let y i represent failure (= 0) or success (= 1) for the ith bank deposit sale for i = 1, . . . , n. For the rth experiment (r = 1, . . . , 10), index sets for training and testing samples are denoted by N tr,r and N te,r , respectively. Note that N tr,r ∩ N te,r = ∅ and N tr,r ∪ N te,r = {1, . . . , n}. Predictive power of a predictive model built on N tr,r was evaluated by an ability of predicting y i (i ∈ N te,r ) by a prediction score computed from the predictive model with input of predictor variables of test samples. We measured the predictive power by AUC.
We examined the following predictive modeling procedures:
1. Multiple logistic regression (MLR): All 52 predictor variables were used simultaneously.
2. L 2 -penalized logistic regression (L2): glmnet (Friedman et al., 2011) package for R was used. L 2 tuning parameter was chosen by 10-fold cross-validation.
3. STEE with automatic variable selection (STEE.AVS): Variable selection without grouping was considered. Regression coefficients from MLR were used for initial estimates. Tuning parameter was chosen by BIC-type criterion.
4. STEE with automatic variable selection (STEE.AVS-L2): Variable selection without grouping was considered. Regression coefficients from L 2 -penalized logistic regression were used for initial estimates. Tuning parameter was chosen by BIC-type criterion.
STEE with automatic grouping (STEE.AG):
Variable grouping in addition to variable selection was conducted. Regression coefficients from MLR were used for initial estimates. Tuning parameter was chosen by BIC-type criterion.
6. STEE with automatic grouping (STEE.AG-L2): Variable grouping in addition to variable selection was conducted. Regression coefficients from L 2 -penalized logistic regression were used for initial estimates. Tuning parameter was chosen by BIC-type criterion.
7. Lasso: glmnet (Friedman et al., 2011) package for R was used. Tuning parameter was chosen either by 10-fold cross-validation (LASSO-CV10) or BIC-type criterion (LASSO-BIC).
8. Elastic net: glmnet (Friedman et al., 2011) package for R was used. Tuning parameter was chosen either by 10-fold cross-validation (ENET-CV10) or BIC-type criterion (ENET-BIC), where candidates of mixing parameter α that balances between L 1 -and L 2 -penalties were {0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} .
9. Smoothly-clipped absolute deviation (SCAD): ncvreg (Breheny and Huang, 2011) package for R was used. Tuning parameter was chosen either by 10-fold cross-validation (SCAD-CV10) or BIC-type criterion (SCAD-BIC).
10. Minimum concave penalty (MCP): ncvreg package for R was used. Tuning parameter was chosen either by 10-fold cross-validation (MCP-CV10) or BIC-type criterion (MCP-BIC).
Multiple logistic regression and L 2 -penalized logistic regression do not give sparse solutions and all variables are used in the predictive model. Other methods produce sparse predictive models. STEE.AG is the only method that produces exact grouping between predictor variables in addition to variable selection which sets irrelevant variables as zero.
Elastic net also makes variable grouping for highly-correlated predictor variables (Zou and Hastie, 2005) but does not assign exactly the same value for each group unless grouped predictor variables are completely identical. L 2 -penalized logistic regression, lasso, elastic net, SCAD and MCP form the following penalized logistic regression which minimizes
with respect to regression coefficients θ. Here L(θ) is the −2× log-likelihood function for the logistic regression model, and ρ is a penalty function. For a tuning parameter λ > 0, ρ(x) = λx 2 /2 corresponds to L 2 -penalized logistic regression, while ρ(x) = λx corresponds to the lasso. Elastic net is obtained as a mixture of L 2 -and L 1 -penalties, ρ(x) = λ{(1 − α)x 2 /2 + αx}, in which α ∈ [0, 1] is a mixing parameter. SCAD and MCP are obtained by
respectively. We used the default setting of ncvreg of γ = 3.7 for SCAD and γ = 3 for MCP.
We calculated AUC values of each predictive model on test samples for the ten crossvalidation experiments. The result is given in Table 3 . Overall, the AUCs of sparse regression models were comparable with the AUC of multiple or L 2 -penalized logistic regression model. AUCs of the multiple and L 2 -penalized logistic regression models were also comparable, thereby leading to similar prediction performance between STEE.AVS and STEE.AVS-L2 or STEE.AG and STEE.AG-L2. Analogously, lasso and elastic net showed similar prediction performance. For automatic grouping, the mean AUC of STEE.AG or STEE.AG-L2 was slightly lower than the AUCs of variable selection methods. Notably, there were a few cases where the largest AUC was achieved by automatic grouping. From Table 3 there were no apparent differences among compared methods in terms of predictive power. Apart from predictive power, it is interesting to compare estimated regression coefficients. In Figure 2 , the frequency (or count) of the resultant nonzero regression coefficient for 52 predictor variables in Table 2 in ten cross-validation experiments is plotted for each sparse regression method. Specifically, for the jth regression coefficient estimateθ r,j from a sparse regression in the rth cross-validation experiment, Figure 2 predictor variable is completely identical with the 26th one.
Results of SCAD and MCP were similar. The previous version of the paper did not include the BIC-tuned lasso, elastic net, SCAD and MCP. A referee hypothesized that the observation of a different sparsity pattern between STEE.AVS and SCAD-CV10 or MCP-CV10 was caused by the use of a different tuning parameter selector. After including BICtuning procedures, SCAD-BIC or MCP-BIC was quite similar to the STEE.AVS compared with the SCAD-CV10 or MCP-CV10 as seen in Figure 2 . It justifes the referee's hypothesis.
STEE.AG resulted in more nonzero regression coefficients than STEE.AVS. Such a phenomenon would be due to the fact that some predictor variables survived by gathering into other variables. Figure 3 shows this. Specifically, most of the 1st-20th predictor variables were dropped by STEE.AVS and STEE.AVS-L2 while it can be seen that these variables were frequently grouped and hence survived according to Figure 3 . Table 4 shows the frequently grouped pairs of predictor variables with count more than six times. Most of the grouped variables seem to be related with social status, suggesting that some of the categories could be merged. It is little wonder that these variables were to be grouped, though interpreting the results is not straightforward since there is no difference in prediction performance between variable selection and automatic grouping.
The STEE is sensitive to the choice of initial estimator. Comparing Tables 4 and 5 , it can be seen that some pairs of grouped predictor variables showed different frequency of pairing, implying that such estimated groups were not robust. Despite the different sparsity patterns, the prediction ability was comparable across methods, implying existence of several equivalent prediction models that give nearly the best predictive power. This phenomenon is known as a Rashomon effect (Breiman, 2001 ) investigated in Ueki and Kawasaki (2013) . Interpreting structure from regression coefficients is a challenging but important problem job-entrepreneur job-blue-collar 7 job-services job-blue-collar 6 education-basic.9y job-blue-collar 6 day of week-fri job-blue-collar 8 education-basic.9y job-entrepreneur 6 education-professional.course job-entrepreneur 6 day of week-fri job-entrepreneur 6 euribor3m job-retired 6 education-basic.9y job-services 6 education-high.school education-basic.4y 6 day of week-fri education-basic.4y 7 education-high.school education-basic.9y 6 education-professional.course education-basic.9y 6 day of week-fri education-basic.9y 6 education-professional.course education-high.school 6 day of week-fri education-high.school 7 day of week-fri education-professional.course for which further study is needed.
Conclusion
We have examined predictive modeling with several sparse regression methods for bank telemarketing success. An effective predictive model may help in reducing costs for marketing in companies. Our work did not show significant improvement over a classical saturated multiple logistic regression model, possibly because the dataset provided by Moro et al. (2014) was such that after feature selection and it has insufficient information to have any predictive power. We emphasize that predictive power may remain after some predictor variables are omitted by sparse regression modeling. It is useful in further eliminating predictor variables unnecessary in prediction that are costly or are prone to measurement error. Our analyses also posed a challenge in identifying a single best prediction model. Incorporating prior scientific knowledge into the model search process might be of help to build acceptable prediction models.
